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Golcha 

"Latest Flicks"

After a hectic day of sightseeing in Jaipur, if you wish to get your dose of

entertainment, Golcha is the answer. Situated on Chaura Rasta, this place

showcases the latest releases for local movie buffs and visitors. The plush

seating and the advanced sound system add to the whole movie watching

experience. So grab a pack of popcorn and sit back with your family and

friends to watch your favorite actors on the silver screen.

 +91 141 257 7011  Chaura Rasta, Jaipur

Raj Mandir 

"New Releases"

For those who need a break from the tourist trail of Rajasthan, nothing

could be better than a good movie watched on the silver screen. This is

when Raj Mandir cinema to the rescue by screening the latest releases

within its comfortable air-conditioned confines. Located in the central area

of Jaipur, this theater is a convenient spot for the city's movie buffs. After

enjoying a Bollywood hit, head to the nearby McDonald's or Tomatoes, in

Silver Square for a light meal.

 +91 141 237 4694  Bhagwandas Road, Jaipur

 by M. Pratter   

Big Cinemas Cinestar 

"Big Movies"

Big Cinemas Cinestar attracts a large crowd from near and far. It is well

known for it's spacious seats, unmistakable smell of popcorn. They show a

variety of different movie genres, so there's always something for

everyone. It's impossible not to enjoy a movie at Big Cinemas Cinestar

because it has great sound as well as visual quality. Show details and

bookings are available on their website.

 +91 141 239 7690  support@bigcinemas.com  Central Spine, Vidhyadhar Nagar, B-6,

Jaipur

Entertainment Paradise 

"A Paradise for Cinema Lovers"

If watching the latest releases is your idea of spending quality time, then

Entertainment Paradise is the perfect pick. Nestled near Jawaharlal Circle,

this multiplex is equipped with the digitally advanced sound system,

creating a thoroughly satisfactory movie watching experience. So grab a

basket of popcorn, sink in the plush seats and enjoy admiring your

favorite stars on the big screen.

 +91 141 272 2493  Jawaharlal Nehru Marg, Jawaharlal Circle, Jaipur
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